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Significance of Study 
At least once in every thirty years a major popu¬ 
lation shift takes place in most of our urban neigh¬ 
borhoods. This movement of people within the city may 
force the settlement house or community center into in¬ 
terracial and intercultural work. As one population 
recedes from a given locality, residence is taken by - 
people who, initially at least, may appear as intruders. 
The lack of acceptance of old inhabitants of the new, 
creates hostilities which often result in racial disturbances 
and conflicts. Social agencies need to take the challenge 
for planning and furthering of relationships between diversed 
cultures in the neighborhood, especially where the influx 
of Negroes are resisted. On the other hand where cultural 
groups have already established themselves in the neighbor¬ 
hood and are meeting separately in the agency, there is a 
need for intergroup planning. The need is not only concerned 
with individual adjustment to one another but also the need 
of groups within the agency to maintain satisfying relation¬ 
ships with one another. 
The race riot, which occurred in Detroit in 1934, Pre¬ 
cipitated preventive action in Chicago where tensions were 
developing due to population changes. The Mayor of the city 
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Sophia E. Deutschberger, and Paul Deutschberger, "Plan¬ 
ning Intercultural Policy in the Neighborhood Agency," 
The Grouo. 12, No. 2. (March, 1950), 7. 
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of Chicago appointed a Commission on Human Relations, which 
developed small committees to cover such areas of racial 
tension in housing, employment, education, health and wel- 
fare, recreation, and lav/ enforcement. 
The Commission's role is directed toward aiding 
in the building of general community leadership in 
the field of human relations. It was appointed in 
1934» by the Mayor of the city of Chicago. It was 
formerly known as the Mayor's Commission on Human 
Relations.. Established by ordinance as official City 
Council on December 13, 194-7• Cooperates with public 
officials and private civic groups to secure fair and 
equal treatment under the law for all citizens; to pro¬ 
tect the rights of all persons to enjoy public accomo¬ 
dations and facilities and to receive equal treatment 
from all holders of licences, contracts, or privileges 
from the city to train employees to see methods of 
respect for equal rights for all citizens; to maintain 
equality of opportunity for employment and advancement 
in the city government. Fields for planning, action, 
and legislative recommendation cover; racial, religious, 
and ethnic tensions; law and order; civic rights; em-. 
ployment; housing; education; community organization. 
This action of the Commission on Human Relations was 
well timed because there were evidences of racial conflicts 
in the outlining neighborhoods which were exposed to the 
receding of one cultural group and in-coming of Negro fami¬ 
lies. The neighborhood served by settlements, community 
centers, parks, and other social agencies became concerned 
about their memberships and fearful of developing antago¬ 
nism. 
The Chicago Commons was located in a section of the city 
1 
Chicago Commission on Human Relations, Social Service 
Directory, ed. Julia P. Harvey, (Chicago, 194^)» p. 19. 
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defined as a "Neighborhood in Transition". The neighborhood 
was one in which the agency had served from IO9I4- to the 
present date, and the people who had helped in its early 
development were no longer a part of the neighborhood. 
Programming, although flexible, had always tended to serve 
the people of the neighborhood who were in the majority. 
The new-comers tended to become reluctant in making use of 
the agency’s facilities, and very often they developed hos¬ 
tilities toward the more active members in the agency. 
Especially was this true with the influx of the newly arrived 
Negro, Mexican, and Porto Rican cultural groups. 
Many of the younger people expressed overt acts of hosti¬ 
lity. When Negroes first entered the neighborhood and began 
attending Wells high school, the teen-agers of the older 
inhabitant group instituted a strike against the considered 
intruders. Negro children were beaten or stoned if they 
crossed into sections of the neighborhood not occupied by 
Negroes after dark. 
The agency became concerned with establishing a program 
designed to build patterns of understanding and acceptance 
between these different nationalities and races. The staff 
at the Chicago Commons, as well as others, were not only 
skilled in social group work methods and techniques but 
also familiar with the people of its neighborhood, their 
problems and needs. In fact unsuccessful work in the 
neighborhood have been due to lack of application of skill 
and knowledge of the situation or problem 
Much of the confusion about work with interracial 
groups arise from the fact that many leaders tend to 
"put on the shelf" all they have learned about group 
work when they are faced with-^a group composed of 
members of a racial minority. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study was to: (1) explore the agency’s 
present social situation and define its aims and objectives; 
(2) to describe the area of selected program planning to meet 
the teen-agers’ needs; (3) to determine the use and effects 
of the intercultural and intergroup program; the role of 
the worker with these teen-agers. 
Scope and Limitations 
This study was limited to four specific planned program 
activities with mixed groups of teen-agers at the Chicago 
Commons beginning September, 194-8 to December, 194-9» for a 
period of one and one-half (1-|-) years. This study was further 
limited by ago range of 13-19 years. 
Methods of Procedure 
The methods used in making this study included: groun 
process records, interviews with individuals participating 
in the program at the time, conferences with staff members 
1 
Dorothy I. Height, Step by Step With Interracial Grouus, 
(Hew York, 194-8), p. ?. 
working in the program and reviewing supervisory records. 
Additional information was secured from national publications 
and other literature pertinent to the subject. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SOCIAL SETTING 
Composition of Population 
There were many factors which had a definite influence 
on the Chicago Common’s staff in their attempt to meet the 
emerging needs of the varying cultural groups of the neigh¬ 
borhood. This agency has always served immigrants, who, 
along with other people, were considered minorities. 
Some of the earliest and continuous needs of this community 
had been the lack of understanding between parents and 
children of the first, second, and third generation immi¬ 
grants . 
When the agency first moved into this neighborhood, the 
population was composed of Scandinavians, Germans, Irish, 
Scots, and the other people from the northern parts of 
Europe. After the agency served these people for twenty 
years, the southern Europeans; Italians, Grecians, Polish, 
Bulgarians, and Armenian people moved in the neighborhood. 
The influx of southern Europeans into the area created 
problems of conflict between these different cultural groups. 
This meant that the agency, in its early existence, had to 
give consideration to the problem of establishing and 
furthering relationships between the new-comers and old 
inhabitants of the neighborhood. 
We had scarcely become well acquainted with our 
Italian neighbors, five thousand or more of whom densely 
6 
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populated our end of the ward, when an overflow of the 
Polish population from the still more densely crowded 
adjoining ward set in. Rapidly it spread eastward 
and southward and soon became predominant numerically 
and politically. For some time we found our new neigh¬ 
bors more difficult to approach and far slower to respond 
than our friendly Italian folk. Temperamentally,_they 
were more phlegmatic and reserved. Racially, their 
clannisliness was more persistent. Nationally, they 
had good reason to suspect and fear the people of other 
nations from what they had suffered at the hand of 
Russia and under the heel of Austria. 
Each cultural group tended to more westward and away 
from the neighborhood settlement whenever their economic 
status afforded the change. Yet, as each group moved out 
there remained a small number of varied cultural groups who 
were not economically able to move to new residents. 
Poles and Irish: 
The Polish and Irish were groups located in the north 
western section of the community with small numbers dispersed 
throughout the neighborhood and followed the pattern of 
settlements already described above. These families did 
not live under the extreme overcrowded conditions of the peo¬ 
ple which followed later in the eastern section. Only one 
or two families occupied a two-story house of average size 
in this area. The religion of these people, as of so many 
others cultural groups, was predominately Catholic and 
which became the stable religion of the community. 
1 
Graham Taylor, Pioneering on Social Frontiers, (Chicago, 
1930), p. 199.   " '      
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Italians: 
A contributing factor that influenced the Poles and 
Irish to move westward was the increasing number of Italians 
who moved into the neighborhood. The Italians settled 
predominately in the eastern section but those who were 
financially able moved westward. Economic pressures forced 
members of the family out of the home in some cases to 
obtain an adequate income for the whole family. This 
broke down the old tradition where the father supplied the 
income and was head of the household. 
Other religious traditions were weakened also in this 
period of transition for example; the fiestas in honor 
of their religious saints, disappeared from the total 
neighborhood participation. 
Because of the transition of this neighborhood, the ac¬ 
ceptance of other peoples were somewhat forced upon the 
Italian people. Traditionally, the Chicago Commons was 
considered their special agency and the Italians found it 
hard to transfer their loyality to other agencies and also 
difficult to share what they considered their realm with 
the ever incoming population. 
The population for the immediate area served by this 
agency had been on the decline for the past twenty years. 
"From a total of , 72k persons in 1920, the number had 
9 
declined to 37»9^3 pei’sons in 19I4-O." 
Negroes : 
The Negro influx in the eastern portion was noticed 
in 19^-3» when they moved into tenement houses on Halsted 
Street into direct contact with Chicago Commons. The tene¬ 
ment owners changed their six room apartments to two room 
apartments which meant that the buildings were overcrowded 
and accommodated many more families than previously, thus, 
creating a concentration of more families per square block. 
The Negroes were welcomed to come to the agency and were 
included into the agency's program because of its existing 
non-discriminatory policy. 
A large proportion of Negroes had migrated from the rural 
south and family bonds became threatened by the pressures 
of the neighborhood extremely overcrov/ded houses, high 
rental fees and unemployment. The mother tended to be the 
controlling factor in the home. 
The Negroes did not attend the organized churches in the 
neighborhood, but attended three "Store-front" churches. 
One of these churches was across the alley from the agency. 
These churches represented a medium of excape for a group 
that had no well-defined religion of their own. They re¬ 
sorted to the most primitive types of services with songs, 
1 
Lea D. Taylor, and William H. Brueckner, "Statement 
Concerning Merger of Administrations, Chicago Commons, Emerson 
House", Chicago, Illinois, (December, 19L7). p. 2. 
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drums, ana spiritual dances. 
Mexicans and Puerto Ricans: 
The most recent groups to move into the extreme eastern 
part of the neighborhood were the Mexicans and Puerto Ricans. 
They lived in large tenement houses on Milwaukee Avenue, 
but the groups included mostly males without their families. 
The Mexicans and Puerto Ricans were considered white, and much 
of the resentment for them came from the Negroes. This 
resentment was mainly due to their acceptance of jobs for 
lower salaries and their willingness to live in poorer 
housing conditions than other neighborhood groups. 
IT e i ghb o rho o d 
Housing greatly affected the relationships between 
cultural groups within the Chicago Commons1 neighborhood. 
On the main traffic streets, there were three and four story 
brick tenements which were built without much consideration 
being given to the need for light, ventilation, and sani¬ 
tation. All along, the streets were small stores with one 
story houses in the rear yards, on the side streets old 
frame cottages, many of which should have been condemned, 
remained as fire traps for the occupants. 
In no sense has it ever been a "slum”. But as the 
density of the population increased, without any sanitary 
building codes to hinder, the single frame dwellings were 
moved into the rear yards, giving place to three and four 
story tenement houses, creating unsanitary overcrowding 
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of the small building lots.1 
Although previously this area did not have all of the 
elements of "slums” it was rapidly developing into an en¬ 
vironment that was conducive to- conflicts and disturbances. 
Factors that contributed to the inadequate housing were 
early the concentration of small industries and commercial 
enterprises. Over a period of years these developments be¬ 
came more intensive and led to this radical change of the 
neighborhood. It resulted in a community of small and large 
factories, garages, express company stations, junk yards, 
vacant lots, smoke and cinders from factories and passing 
team locomotives, heavy trucks and noisy street cars. 
In the northwest section, which was removed from the some¬ 
what "slum" area already described, Wells High School was 
located. Many of the teen-agers from the public and paro¬ 
chial elementary schools had their initial contacts with 
all of the cultural groups in the surrounding area. These 
teen-agers behaved in the manner determined by their previous 
environmental contacts. The catholic children attended the 
parochial schools and had little or no contact with Negro 
children who attended the public schools. Many of the high 
school students, although they had seen Negroes, had never 
been exposed to group experiences with them. 
1 
Graham Taylor, Chicago Commons Through Forty Years, 
(Chicago, 1936), p. 9. 
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Facilities for recreation were very limited in this 
neighborhood. Parks and playgrounds were present in the 
neighborhood but these did not always attract the attention 
of the teen-agers. Commercial interest provided some out¬ 
lets for teen-agers but Hegroes were restricted to only a 
few of these places for recreation. 
Objectives of the Agency 
Early pioneers of the settlement movement felt the ob¬ 
jectives developed not as an institution but as a state of 
mind and body. Such a viewpoint seemed necessary for the 
unity and development of an agency’s program at that time. 
A personification of spiritual and social ideals 
dwelling in simple,, nature, neighborly human relations 
and exerting far flung influences over the more privileged 
classes. The mediating between class and mass, rich and 
poor, the suburb and the city center, and, most of all, 
between the foreign born and those to the native manner 
born. 
The pioneers of the movement sought to investigate social 
needs through neighborly contacts; they found their location 
where the need was most apparent. 
The settlement was the center of the neighborhood acti¬ 
vities in the early days, provided counselling service, 
and helped neighbors to know and utilize those resources of 
the city. It knew the place of the neighborhood in the 
civic and industrial life of the city, and stimulated group 
1 
Graham Taylor, 0£. cit., pp. 6-7. 
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life, helped coordinate local thought and action, developed 
educational and recreational work, and broadened cultural 
and civic interests. In addition to these, it worked toward 
intelligent citizenship, and sound social objectives. 
To the pioneers, education was a prime objective, and 
intergroup action Was an important method to broaden view¬ 
points of the settlement workers and of their nieghbors. To 
many of the new settlements, after the necessity for direct 
charitable effort had declined, services tended to be li¬ 
mited to paternalistic counselling and recreational activity 
Agencies with very limited viewpoints were in the process 
of not only losing the role of interpreters of neighborhood 
life, but they also would never gain the important junction 
of strong and genuine community leadership. 
Chicago Commons took definite and active steps toward 
the integration of groups living in the neighborhood. The 
existing conflicts and tensions created by change brought 
about the establishment of certain aims and objectives in 
its working relationship in the community. Aims and ob¬ 
jectives which now were revised to read: 
Objectives: To improve the relationship between 
white and Negro community groups; to improve the working 
capacity of an interracial staff; to also Improve the 
professional knowledge about the factors involved in 
social intergroup work; to observe and analyze, the 
development and the utilisation of the agency's relation 
ship to parents, the planning for program content in 
consideration of the problems involved, the deliberate 
ill 
and conscious grouping process." 
Since the beginning, Chicago Commons has not changed 
fundamentally its aims and objectives. The modifications 
that took place were due to the changes and needs within 
the neighborhood. However, the method of work has changed 
quite radically due to the greater knowledge and higher skill 
in the field of community service. Healthy concepts of family 
life and family tradition, of friendship and loyality, or 
citizenship and responsibility had to be "recovered" against 
this pioneer background. Hot much could be done by "education" 
in the formal sense, real success could be accomplished only 
through guided group experience, in clubs, committees, 
councils with the help of strong and skilled leadership. 
Such group experiences were needed by many, and the groups 
needed to remain small in order to have real effect on 
human development. Thus, the modern settlement became 
an intensive instrument of informal education for the better 
understanding of neighborhood life and its problems. 
1 
William H. Brueckner, "Objectives and Methods of Agency 
as it Relates to the Reinberg Project." (May 10, 194-9) • 
CHAPTER III 
THE SELECTED PROGRAM PLANNING 
Teen-Age Reeds 
In the previous chapter It has been pointed out that 
guided group experience became the important underlying 
aim and objective of this agency. The agency’s objectives 
also provided an opportunity for increasing cultural under¬ 
standing, a need which was primary in this neighborhood of 
transition. In view of the environmental pressures already 
mentioned, it was also very important to keep in mind the 
physical, emotional, and intellectual turmoil of this par¬ 
ticular age group. 
Ambivalence, which characterized teen-age behavior, was 
often due to the desire to become an adult on the one hand 
or remain as a child. Teen-age behavior was dominated by 
irregularities end inconsistencies which also characterized 
his inability to think clearly. Younger age groups grew in 
their ability to learn and remember, to think things out, 
to make plans and decisions, to accept and carry responsi¬ 
bility, but to the adolescent these tasks and processes were 
difficult. Mixed feelings were reflected in his ideas about 
family traditions, friends and neighborhood situations. 
The physical, emotional, and intellectual changes affected 
his opinion of himself and social relationships. 
Since the teen-agers were in the exploratory stage of 
development, with no concrete philosophy established, staff 
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members felt that group experiences within the .agency could 
afford some guidance and direction with relationships. 
Guidance which would help him to understand these face 
to face relationships with other youth whose cultures were 
different from their own. 
The most important factor for any teen-ager was the family. 
Many of the families were threatened by the existing en¬ 
vironmental conditions which intensified the conflicts, 
tensions, and confusion that were present in the adolescents. 
If the family afforded little or no kind of security, due 
to conflicts within its own age group, the adolescent was 
thrown entirely into the community. Very often it became 
the role of the agency in serving such youth to help them 
work through their parental relationships in order to under¬ 
stand himself snd his social relationships. 
Recreational facilities were limited and all forms of 
vice found outlets in the neighborhood. Commercial interests 
sponsored most of the recreation for this age group such as; 
movies, dance halls, taverns, bowling alleys and pool rooms. 
These facilities were not adequate for the old inhabitants 
in the neighborhood and upon the arrival of the Negroes, 
entrance was restricted to many. Dance halls restricted their 
services to Negro teen-agers and when other facilities were 
made available in the neighborhood, these Negro teen-agers 
were not welcome. Teen-agers of the older population tended 
to limit their use of Chicago Commons and other recreational 
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facilities attended by Negroes because they did not want 
to mix with the new in-coming group. 
In developing the program the staff had to consciously 
and deliberately plan activities which would take into 
consideration the acceptance of the old Italian families and 
the in-coming Negro groups in their use of the agency. 
Program Content 
The staff of the Chicago Commons was concerned with 
furthering intercultural and intergroup relationships 
between teen-agers. In order to do an effective job of 
planning this selected program, the staff had to make use 
of all their knowledge of program content. It included 
all of the factors that affected the group's situation whe¬ 
ther conscious or unconscious namely: projects, activities, 
conversations, horseplay, and any other factors that affected 
the social experience. 
Program content was an asoect of program, process in that 
it promoted nossibilities for meeting the needs and interests 
of the teen-agers and for developing the norms and values 
of the group, and the community. The staff also had to 
be aware and elan for the physical and social forces that 
affected teen-age behavior before they entered the immediate 
grou situation. The physical and social forces were 
also forms of program content such as sub-standard homes, 
industrial neighborhood, transit population, basic teen-age 
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need and desires. These elements of program content were 
important in the staff's preparation for this selected 
program. 
The Program Planning 
The planned program began at the level of the agency's 
aim and objective rather than at the level of the conflicting 
groups' desires. This was contrary to the approach where 
agencies start at the level of the members within the groups. 
At the Chicago Commons many of the clubs were in groups of 
their own cultural background. All the Negro teen-agers 
belonged to one group. There were two dances each week, 
one for the Italians, Mexicans, and teen-agers, who were 
considered white, and one for the Negroes. Up to establish¬ 
ment of the selected activities program, in October 19I18, 
very little use in programming had been done to eliminate 
the differences between teen-agers in the community. Al¬ 
though the policy of the agency was a non-discriminatory one, 
the program had not been intercultural in practice. 
In order to develop the relationships between varied 
cultures within the agency, the staff planned to form groups. 
There were two basic assumptions underlying the formation 
of these groups namely: first, the teen-agers needed develop¬ 
ment in special areas of interest, such as arts and crafts 
in which most teen-agers had expressed an interest; second, 
thoir desire to belong to a large group of their peers, 
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which allowed them security and the opportunity to lose 
themselves in a mass activity. It was felt by the staff 
that these formed groups would cut across cultural lines 
and friendships cliques in order to facilitate learning 
about one another. 
In the formation of groups there was a division in age 
range which was due to the interest span of these teen-agers. 
The agency had teen-agers in the program that ranged from 
13-19 years, which was too wide to attempt in groups. The 
younger age group 13-15 years, were passing through the stage 
of early adolescence aid had a shorter interest span. They 
had not reached the stage in their development where they 
could move from one grou:. to another' without the security 
of the other members. The older age group, I0-I9 years, 
had a greater stability with a longer interest span. They 
were not only concerned with self but also concerned with 
agency and community recognition and status. 
To facilitate the formation of the activity groups, all 
teen-agers that attended the agency were told about the new 
selected program in a joint meeting in the beginning of the 
program year 19lr8. Afterwards, they were asked to register 
their name on the roster sheet for the particular activity of 
interest and remain in the lobby a few minutes in order 
that all teen-agers attending the activities could begin 
together. This made use of the lobby in the formation of the 
groups. In order to get a clearer understanding of the 
planning underlying the selected program activity, the 
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following excerpt was taken from an interview with the su¬ 
pervisor in charge of program planning. 
The activity chosen to be carried on in groups. 
were selected by the staff at first on the assumed in¬ 
terests of tho teen-agers. These activities differed 
because of the age ranges in the program, and were left 
open for suggestions from the teen-agers themselves. 
The olan concerned two evenings each week when teen¬ 
agers would get together. On other evenings the program 
would consist of the regular club program. The plan 
seemed balanced with the provision for the general ac¬ 
tivities at the end of the evenings for all teen-age 
which had not happened nreviously in the club program. 
The plan de pende cl to a large extent on the nature of the 
activities and the adults who would be working with the 
activities and teen-agers. Some thought was given to the 
size of these groups, and the principles applying to the 
size factor in social clubs was considered. The staff's 
concern over the activity groups were there being small, 
which would allow for the individualization of its mem¬ 
bers by the worker'and for the close relationships be¬ 
tween it's members. 
The program emphasis was the special interest groups and 
not the previous friendship cliques and cultural lines. 
Teen-agers went into interest groups of their own selection 
at tho beginning of the evening and remained until eight 
thirty. After eight thirty when all activities were closed 
all teen-agers entered the mass activities. These activities 
were attractive, educational, and at some points based 
on the interests and needs of the teen-s.gers. The following 
activities groups seemed to be desired by teen-agers: art, 
ceramics, cooking, dancing, drama, newspaper production and 
woodohop. Each age grouping, younger and older, followed this 
1 
interview with Grace Ganter (Chicago Commons, Chicago, 
Illinois, February k, 195>0). 
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elan: Wednesday, older group l6-19 years; Thursday, younger 
group 13-15 years. 
Heloing peonle to join groups of this nature (In- 
tercultural) is"only a first step. The entire process 
of intercultural education is a long, slow one, and it 
involves many experiences in various situations. At¬ 
titudes are held dearly by all human beings; and many 
feelings rise to nrotest them. When an individual has 
his first pleasurable experience in an intercultural 
situation, he may explain to himself and his friends 
that those people whom he met were different from the 
others in their cultural group. After he has had many 
such experiences he may be heard to remark, "Some 
of my best friends are Jew, Negroes," or members of some 
other minority group. Individuals are able to change 
their attitudes when they have pleasurable experiences 
in situations where they expect to be miserable.x 
The mass activities were held in the auditorium and 
consisted of dancing and informal games. It was in this 
activity that intercultural and intergroup contacts were 
made in close face to face relationships. On the follow¬ 
ing page was a description of this plan in chart form. 
Mass activities which include all forms of dance 
and group games should have a prominent place in programs 
for young people. Adolescents need the anonymity of 
large mass activity; but they need also the individua¬ 
lisation which small intimate groups provides. On the 
other hand, they need the opportunity, afforded by the 
mass activity, to escape for a time from the conflicts 
within them; on the other hand, they need the help of 
the small in facing reality. 
Role of the 'worker 
The role of the worker was important in the above plan. 
1 
Gertrude Wilson, and Gladys Ryland, Social Group Work 
Practice, (Boston, 194-9), p. 125. “ 
2 
Ibid., p. 108. 
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The staff questioned the validity of hiring program special¬ 
ists, however, it was agreed that adults working with these 
groups needed a working acquaintance of the interest or would 
know how to make use of resource persons. The adult worker 
in these activities needed to be aware of the values and 
use of the particular program interest in the group. These 
factors had to be combined in order to bring about a satis¬ 
factory social experience with the teen-agers. 
The social group work process demands adult, mature 
leadership. Only those persons who suspect what life is 
all about and have had a*little success in orienting 
themselves positively to it, can do anything about deve¬ 
loping others in this fashion. In addition to the mature 
point of view, effectiveness in this work called for a 
knowledge of techniques and devices as well as understand¬ 
ing of the basic principles. 
It was generally agreed that the method of work to be 
employed would make use of the social processes as it op¬ 
erated in groups. The role of the worker Involved the 
conscious use of self In dealing with conflicts and inter¬ 
personal relationships in the group. In some cases the wor¬ 
ker had to be concerned with helping the teen-ager to increase 
his use of the hand drill or saw and develop new techniques 
of preparing foods and desserts. All of these activities 
were as mere tools to increase the understanding and rela¬ 
tionships between the cultural groups. 
1 
Dorothy I. Height, Step by Step with Interracial Groups, 
New York, lc)hro ), p. 25. 
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It also seemed imnortant to this staff to find leader¬ 
ship for these groups who were themselves enough freed of 
prejudices, or the need to use their own prejudices, to be 
able to help others handle their prejudices. 
This selected program especially challenged the ability 
of the worker in becoming aware of hostility and resistances 
on the part of members in the formed groups. Further the 
worker had to develop skill in handling hostility and open 
conflict. In short the worker had to be aware of his varied 
roles in furthering the understanding between members in the 
groups. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE USE AND EFFECTS OF THE SELECTED PROGRAM 
This chapter will be concerned with tracing the develop¬ 
ment of the selected program activities which were most 
popular with teen age groups. The activities used in this 
study included Cooking, Woodshop, and Newspaper. 
Group I 
Cooking: 
The most popular activity among teen-agers was the cook¬ 
ing groixp because it afforded man • physical and social 
values. This activity also seemed to take shape and develop 
faster than the other groups. This activity was in existence 
from October, 19'!-8 bo May, 19)4.9» and had a membership of seven¬ 
teen 13-lf> year old boys and girls participating. Of the 
total membership fourteen came rogplarly, it included ten 
Italians, three Negroes, and one Mexican. These members 
attended the public and parochial schools and were in the 
seventh and eighth grades with average intelligence. All 
of the regular members, eight girls and six boys, had pre¬ 
vious social experiences in the teen-age or children's 
program in the agency. The members of this group came 
from families that were classified in the low economic level 
and worked in factories, small industries and unskilled jobs. 
This activity called for a ten or fifteen cent tax to pur¬ 
chase food stuffs. The worker was a full-time staff member 
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with some experience in group work. The following was an 
excerpt from an October, 19^-8 activity. 
The girls arrived in great anticipation of their 
cooking experience. Some of the girls present in the 
group were new to this activity, but not to each other. 
Some of the girls were apprenhensive when they heard 
that some boys were to be with them. They said.the 
boys would act too silly and there by spoil their fun. 
The boys said that there would be no cause for distur¬ 
bance if the girls would just take care of themselves. 
The worker told both boys and girls that everything 
would be all right and went to the cooking room together. 
Upon reaching the cooking room, the group "pooled" 
their money and decided what they would cook for the 
evening. On this particular occasion the group decided 
upon cakes and cocoa. When the decision was made two 
girls volunteered to go to the store and make the pur¬ 
chase. On their return the cakes were baked and games 
played while the cakes were in the stove. When the calces 
were baked and then taken out of the stove "they had 
a beautiful color and the group Oohed and Âahed" as 
they settled down to enjoy themselves. They raved over 
the cocoa too and that greatly pleased the boys who made 
it. 
Clean-up time was through sued easy because four of 
the girls assumed the initiative. The others just fell 
in line naturally and they seemed to have enjoyed the 
period. 
These girls and boys had been together in other groups 
in the agency which facilitated their acceptance of one 
another. The usual ambivalence expressed in boy and girl 
relationship was overshadowed by their interest in the acti¬ 
vity, which was expressed in the "great anticipation of 
their cooking experience". Further interest was shown in 
the pleasure of the cooking experience when the group 
"Oohed and Aahed" over the cake. 
Enjoyment for carrying on of this activity was noted in 
the planning for the evening’s program. Not only was the 
group able to plan their activity but decision making pre¬ 
sented itself when the group was able to come to some con- 
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elusions about the items to be purchased. Cooperation and 
sharing of responsibility existed throughout this activity, 
but especially when the girls prepared the calces, the boys 
the cocoa, and at the close of the meeting all worked to¬ 
gether in the clean-up period. The value of the cooking 
experience was the developing of a new skill, enjoyment, 
(eating together) dependent guidance but independent from 
home controls. The role of the worker was one of enabling 
the group to derive the above values from their initial 
experiences in cooking. 
Another excerpt of this same cooking activity during the 
first part of November, 19l|-8j further illustrated normal 
teen-age behavior in the intercultural group. 
The group went to the cooking school with just the 
girls present. Worker called the group together to 
ascertain finances and what the group wanted to cook. 
Worker had difficult time because the girls were unset¬ 
tled and couldn't make up their minds about what they 
wanted to cook. The girls wanted to cook and prepare 
things over and beyond their financial means. They 
finally decided upon cookies and after much wrangling 
about who should go to the store, Kate and Lou decided 
to go. After eating the boys tried to begin a rampage 
aided and abetted by Alice who seemingly is in the "boy- 
crazy" stage and is very difficult, at, times, in all 
girls' group. Worker sent the boys out of the room 
since the period was officially over. 
The role of the worker was one that changed to meet the 
needs of the social situation created by the behavior of the 
members. In the above example the worker helped to make 
a decision when the teen-agers had strong ambivalent feelings 
accepted their need to be ambivalent, and lastly limited the 
horseplay when it tended to become too rough by use of author 
ity. It was the role of the worker to place the girls at 
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ease when they seemed too disturbed., and to remove the pres¬ 
sure of decision malring when group was ambivalent. 
The following excerpt was taken from a record in Jan¬ 
uary, 19l|-9 of this same activity. The cooking had been in 
process since Octoher 19^8» during that time two Negro 
girls had been meeting the activity regularly# The group 
was nov/ adding new members. 
When the members assembled, they agreed that Prank, 
a rather serious colored boy be a visitor and that 
Lou was o.k. as a guest of Zeta, also colored. Frank 
made a good addition to the group and found easy ac¬ 
ceptance. Lou was rather shy but looked as if she 
enjoyed the experience. 
The previous record was an example of reciprocal accept¬ 
ance. It implied, "We know Zeta, she is like the rest of us. 
Any friend of Zeta is a friend of ours”. After the two Ne- 
gores attended the activity the experience was satisfying 
and enjoyable to Prank and he became a regular member of the 
activity. The ability to build new relationships showed that 
the group had a strong bond and was able to reach out and 
accept others. 
Successful cooking experience depended upon the use 
made of the program content by the members and worker. 
One of the imoortant elements of program content used by the 
worker in this case was the awareness of the friendly pre¬ 
vious social experience of these teen-agers in the agency. 
Group II 
Cookijfrg: (19l,Q-1950) 
Due to the success of the other cooking group, a second 
was formed. The age range, educational experience, and 
economic background was the same as the previous cooking 
group. This group had its beginning in the fall program year 
19L9-1950, with a much greater popularity than the previous 
year. Membership was composed of four white girls and two 
Negro girls. The worker in this activity was a full-time 
student-staff member, in training for a degree in social 
group work. 
The following was an excerpt from the record, at the 
point of intalee, of November 19 > 1949 > where the staff 
attempted to deliberately group teen-agers of different 
ethnic backgrounds. 
When worker arrived in the lobby the teon-agers 
assigned to the cooking group were talking to Miss Pall 
about some of the things they oould co ok in their activity 
with the money they haa. At this time there were six 
teen-agers present, all Negroes, four boys and two girls. 
(These two girls had been attending the activity regular¬ 
ly. ’Worker and Miss Pall had already discussed the 
teen-agers that were expected to attend the activity. ) 
Worker walked up to this group and inquired as to the 
amount of money collected for the activity. They collect¬ 
ed the money and desired to go to the cooking room. 
At this point worker asked if they would object to wait¬ 
ing a few more minutes to see if any others planned to 
attend. Shortly after this the four white girls that 
were consistent in meeting this group walked into the 
agency. Miss Pall answered, "You are just in time, 
the other persons that are going to cooking are over 
near the window planning for the cooking already." 
The girls looked over to the window where the other 
six teen-agers were standing. One of the girls had a 
disgusting look on her face and said, "Are they going 
to cooking with us?" Miss Pall answered, "Yes, they 
signed up for cooking last week". Lovet then answered 
"Oh, I don't want to go to cooking tonight, let's go home". 
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At this point, Utilla said, u0h, Lovet, I'm ashamed of 
you, they're nice fellows and I know them all”. Lovet 
then pulled her shoulders together in a somewhat defeated 
look and said, "Well, let's go. The complete group then 
went to the cooking room. 
Prom this record there was an indication of the resis¬ 
tance on the part of the white girls to attend the activity 
with the Negro boys. This part of program content reveals 
the influence of outside forces effecting the group. 
These forces were concepts taught in the family and neigh¬ 
borhood concerning Negroes. One of the important facts to 
remember however, was this fact, the white girls did go to 
the cooking room because of their interest in the activity. 
After the girls and boys entered the activity together 
there were still conflicts within the group that were un¬ 
satisfying. Following was a record of the meeting following 
their assignment to the cooking activity. 
The group decided to cook spaghetti. While the 
spaghetti was being purchased the remaining members of 
the group played checkers, cards, and monopoly. The 
boys all wanted to play monopoly, but the girls did also 
but they did not know the gaine. The white girls did not 
want to learn the game so the worker started teaching 
them a new card game. The Negro girl present at the time 
joined with the boys. When the girls returned from the 
store the agreement was made that the girls would cook 
and the boys clean up, this allowed the boys to finish 
their game. 
When the spaghetti was ready to be served all the 
group gathered around the table to eat. Very shortly 
it was found that it was not adequately prepared and no 
one ate it. The girls told worker, "You don't have to 
eat it just to make us feel good", so worker disposed 
the food as the others. The room was then cleaned very 
hurriedly and the white girls left early before the 
remaining games were played. The Negroes remained a 
few minutes more and played a game called "Witch". 
The record illustrated the fact that only the Negroes 
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were able to achieve a satisfactory experience. The white 
girls attempted to play games and cook but were unable 
to do so because of the workers unpreparedness to meet the 
situation. The worker was not a resourceful person and al¬ 
though aware of the intercultural situation did not check 
the ways of preparing the food properly. The selection 
of the games, for this situation was unfortunate. There 
was no opportunity for comolete group participation which 
further intensified the social situation. 
On the following week, the staff attempted to form the 
activity with white boys in the group. The white girls did 
not attend the agency but the Negro girls, who came to 
join, saw the white boys, completely rejected the activity, 
and left before the worker could help them in the cooking 
experience. The writer felt that pressures outside the agency, 
due to racial conflicts in the neighborhood, also may have 
played an important part in the girls not attending the 
activity. Another reason may have been that unreadiness to 
mingle with boys so often found in the teen-age boy-girl 
relationship. 
At the point of intake for the selected program, the 
readiness of the teen-agers to accent members of other 
cultural groups in a grouo activity, was not given enough 
consideration. The worker's role in the lack of handling 




This activity was started at the beginning of the fall 
program year . Teen-agers attended who were simi¬ 
lar in the previous groups: age grouping from 13-1.3 years, 
low economic background, previous social experience in the 
agency, and attended the same school. However, one bo;/ 
within this group was mentally retarded. 
The total membership of this activity v/as irregular but 
within this group there were four white boys, who were members 
of a regular social club, and a group of Negro boys, who were 
in the process of transition from the children's program to 
the teen-age urogram. Both grouos were regular In their 
attendance. The x*egro grouo had a very strong interest in 
the activity which may have indicated their need for a small 
face to face relationship or a need to "belong". The follow¬ 
ing v/as an excerpt from one of the sessions during the month 
of November 19^-9> which illustrated the boys interest in the 
activity and their responsibility. 
Will and Ford had been working on their game boards 
all during the time. I had been watching the progress 
of all the boys during the time to see if all was going 
OK. When Will and Ford had their pieces cut off of the 
large piece of stock they filed the edges smooth a d I 
helped them layout the lines on the surface of the board 
so they could drill the holes for the matchsticks with 
the new hand drills. Henry came into the shop after 
the other boys had been at work a few minutes. I asked 
him what he was interested in doing. He decided to 
make a fish that I had among some of the drawings I 
had -roviously prepared. He did a good job of tracing 
the fish and cutting it out. Don and Luke come in later 
stating that they had an OK to attend the activity for 
the evening. Bob also came with these boys. Luke 
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w?.s very cooperative as X helped him look to.ru toe books 
to get an idee for something to make, he decided on 
making a horseshoe. Luke was working away very well while 
Don and Bob were playing around in the shop. They 
played with the roller skates that were in the basket 
in the corner of the room. It was about time to#lean 
up and the boys were beginning to lose interest m 
working as they had their projects about finished. They 
helped to clean and replace the tools in the cabinet, 
henry had been working on his project right up to the 
end and did not help in the cleaning up. -ill and Ford 
wrapped up their painted game boards and took them with 
them" even though they were still wet. 
The boys had a choice of developing some projects of 
their own or making a selection from samples in books brought 
by the worker. V/oodshop was an activity which provided 
outlets for hostility and aggression in the act of hammering 
or sawing. Their behavior in the activity was the same as 
an;/ other group of teen-age boys. Henry was the mentally 
retarded boy and had a desire to "master something"- this 
activity granted him that satisfaction. 
The following was an excerpt from a December 19l]-9> 
meeting when the following groups of boys were present; the 
four white boys, the four Negro boys and another hostile 
group of five whito boys. 
Things were going very well until the boys in the 
social club arrived. With a loud knock on the door, 
my troubles began. When they came in I tried to interest 
them in doing some constructive work, but they did not 
seem interested. They said that they were not planning 
on staying long. This group left shortly and the other 
white boys in the group, who were members of another so¬ 
cial club, decided to leave also. I wondered why they 
wanted to leave so early- and inquired. They said some¬ 
thing about, "not having a club house if they didn't 
get back to It". The activity was successful after 
this hostile group left. They did remain long enough to 
steal a hand drill and cause confusion among the boys 




The above indicated the outside forces that affected 
the program content. Stealing had many implications; ^he 
need for recognition and attention; possible rejection of 
the Negroes present in the activity; or desire for agency 
to supply all of the boys environmental needs. 
Toward the middle of December 194-9» the records pointed 
to a very interesting membership enrollment; three Negro 
girls, four white boy , four Negro boys. 
After the boys had been working a few minutes 
Kate, Lillie, and Betty (Negro girls) came up to do 
some work in the shoo. I was somewhat skeptical at first 
when they came in but later was glad. They seemed to 
be interested in the type of work we were doing and 
the kind they could do. They selected projects, traced 
them on boards without much trouble (Kate did a very 
good iob in following the lines on the drawing), and I 
showed her how to use the saw in the correct manner. 
They weren't too skillful in the use of tools but they 
did get along OK. Some of the boys helped them in some 
tough spots. One of the girls made a squirrel and the 
other a horseshoe. The activity program was successful. 
They got along with each other OK and there was not too 
much playing around and horsenlay. The presence of the 
girls did have an effect on the meeting but things went 
fine. They all had a good time and did accomulish 
something. 
These girls were previously members of the cooking group 
and after discontinuing their membership with that activity, 
came to this activity. By attending the shop it may have 
indicated the need for heterosexual relationship or a 
desire for the securit?/ in numbers. The presence of Negro 
girls posed no problem for the white boys; they had accepted 
the Negro boys which seemed to have made it easy to accept 
the Negro girls. 
The worker used this activity to enable the members to 
develop skills in use of tools, a satisfaction in accomplish¬ 




This activity existed during the program year 19^-9“ 
19.o0. The membership was composed of Italians in the older 
teen-age level 16-19 years. It averaged ten teen-agers, 
with an almost equal distribution of sex. The intellectual 
range for this group was above the average of those teen¬ 
agers who attended the program, however one boy was slightly 
below average and did not write articles in the paper but 
became tho business manager. 
All of its members attended high school and had previous 
social experience within the agency. The economic status 
of this group was above the average of tho families in the 
neighborhood. This group planned the setting up and print¬ 
ing of a newspaper which was edited bi-monthly. The worker 
in the group was a. full-time staff member with experience 
on a non-professional basis. 
The values of the newspaper activity consisted of increas¬ 
ing the skill of writing and presenting articles and for 
which the group gained status in the agency and in the neigh¬ 
borhood. It also provided an opportunity for heterosexual 
relationships. 
The following was an excerpt from one of the first well 
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organized meeting of this group, October 19^1-9• 
This week the group really took shape. Mike, who 
worked on the paper last year 7/as very interested in 
working on the paper. Three of the Tom club came in. 
Tip came in, at"first as an excuse to be in the house, 
but soon took a real interest in the paper. ^ Sam was 
interested in the paper because he studied journalism 
in school. Bob came in later and worker imagines be¬ 
cause he .and Sue date. 
At the first meeting the group selecteu its staff. 
One boy, Tip was chosen' sport editor and Sam was chosen 
news editor. The two boys nicked the^r own staff members. 
They named the paper, "Commons Capers . In discussing 
what they wanted to place in the paper, the first thing 
they said was, 'To write about all the things that are 
wrong with Commons'. 
During the first meetings the articles have been 
written concerning the Commons' and It's policy. The 
articles started out with a certain degree of aggression 
toward the Commons but ended up on a note that the 
Commons wasn't so bad after all. 
Prom the early development of this activity the members 
played a very active part in formation and structure of the 
newspaper. Teen-agers immediately received some of the de¬ 
sired values of editing. The young people were interested 
in the newspaper and also in clarifying some of their own 
thinking about the policies in the agency. 
During the next month, November 19l;9» this newspaper 
group bocame concerned about increasing their heterosexual 
experiences, by having a dance, and beaome directly involved 
with the agency's "non-discriminatory policy". This was 
a record, written by the supervisor, of her visit to the meet¬ 
ing In which she attended at the request of the worker. 
The worker came to me during the evening saying that 
she had run into difficulty with the teen-agers in the 
newspaper group as she had attempted "to interpret agency 
policy on non-discrimination". She asked if I would 
come to the group. I returned to the group with the wor¬ 
ker. The worker explained the situation and the teen¬ 
agers joined in seemingly quite excited and anxious that 
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I should get the story. The worker was also a little 
anxious and seemed to identify with the teen-agers in 
their uncertainty and defensiveness about the issu„e. 
The difficulty came out of the group's interest in spon¬ 
soring a social dance. The newspaper group wanted to 
organize a social dance and advertize it in the paper. 
The group had done some intensive planning for the dance 
before the worker posed the question about who would 
be invited to attend such an affair. Their answers were 
"our right to invite who we please and that means our 
friends, naturally". The members wanted all teen-agers 
to be able to attend. However, one of the members 
ooipted out the fact that there was a large group 
of kegroes who "had their own club and they can dance 
by themselves, if they wanted to. tVe don't want a y 
coloreds at our dance. At this point the worker told 
the group members that this was something for further 
thought and suggested they discuss it. In the process 
of discussing the matter, the worker told the group the 
agency's policy in regards to setting up activities 
that separated people from each other. The teen-agers 
found this hard to take and asked for someone to support 
the worker. This was where I came into the meeting. 
This record illustrated the role of the worker on 
"being an agency representative". The worker was not aware 
of the agency's policy and could not interpret the policy 
adequately to the group. There was also an overt expression 
of rejection, hostility, and resistance toward other cultural 
groups and the non-discriminatory policy of the agency. 
The following excerpt also came from the supervisor's 
record of the November, 19I19. This meeting dealt with her 
handling of the situation. 
As I heard this I told the worker and the group 
that we had all become emotional and over excited about 
the thing. I suggested that we ought to cool off and 
then take it apart to see what the idea of having a dance 
meant and what we could do with it. Jack asked me to 
state the policy of the agency on this issue. I did, 
and I added that this did not mean the group could 
not have a dance, but if they did have a dance for the 
teen-agers in the agenc?/, we would need to consider 
what the agency was here to do as well as who the agency 
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was here to serve. I pointed out that two years ago 
thore had been two dances a week, one for Negroes and. 
one for whites, these dances being segregated. I again 
pointed to the fact that everyone had not been happy 
since there was trouble at these dances very often 
and that a pattern of activities that set people apart 
did not make teen-agers feel comfortable when they were 
together. There was more discussion and ± invited them 
to discuss this issue further in a small group meeting 
where they could call in representatives of other clubs. 
They were willing to do this and the tone was quieter 
v/hen I left. 
The supervisor’s role differed from the worker's in handling 
the problem of resistance toward the agency's policy. Her 
first role was one of authority; that of clarifying the 
agency's policy and purpose. She was accepting of the teen¬ 
agers feelings and provided them an opportunity to discuss 
and express their feelings about Negroes. She further 
reassured the grouo supoort in their final decision for 
intercultural and intergroup action. 
After the above incident the newspaper and several 
members of other clubs met regularly and thought of them¬ 
selves as the "Teen-age Council", but the teen-agers of the 
Negro group were not welcomed. As the teen-agers took 
the initiative to form a council, the staff worked with 
the group and interpreted and clarified some of their 
thinking about the agency and its policy. Over the course 
of a month social dancing started at the end of the activi¬ 
ties night for the older teen-agers, with the understanding 
between the staff and the teen-agers that the dance would be 
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intercultural as well as inter-group. After the first 
intergroup activity movement a combination of several 
all white groups, with the aid of the staff, helped the 
"teen-age Council" become representative of all the clubs 
in the agency. The council was composed of Italians, Mexi¬ 
cans, and Negroes. It was this group which planned the 
first intercultural dance of the year which was held during 
the Annual Pair. 
At the Annual Pair the entire community of adults and 
teen-agers were exoosed to a large group experience of 
cultural differences; they became aware of the council's 
intercultural functioning. In fact the council had selected 
an orchestra composed of three Negroes and four whites. 
Following the Annual Pair there was a continuation of the 
dances which included all of the different cultural groups. 
The activity provided the teen-agers the security to 
move out of their immediate group and explore their own 
plans for broader aspects of the program. The unconscious 
or "unavowed" purpose of the grouo was brought to conscious¬ 
ness through this selected activity. This group also i*e- 
vealed the importance of the role of the worker as an agency 
representative, and the need to know how to handle hostility, 
that stemmed from the activity. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objectives of the proceeding chapters have been to 
emphasize the timeliness of this study in relation to the 
growing needs of the social agencies in the areas of tran¬ 
sition and the need to develop devices in planning programs 
which would further intercultural and intergroup relation¬ 
ships . 
In olanning a selected program It was found that the agency's 
total social setting had to be taken into consideration. 
The composition of the population made varied cultural 
groups resist and reject one another. The deterioration of 
the residential area and the increased commercialization 
of enterprises in the neighborhood were found to intensify 
the resistances and rejection of peoples within the agency's 
social setting. As a result of the needs indicated within 
this social setting the Chicago Commons found it necessary 
to change its aims and objectives. 
In planning the selected program of this agency the 
staff found they could supply two basic needs of the teen¬ 
agers in the neighborhood; to provide small special interest 
groups in arts and crafts where individualisation of pro¬ 
blems could take place, and to offer the teen-agers a mass 
activity, to escape the reality of their problems by being 
among large numbers of their kind. 
The plan devised by the staff had two specific factors 
in the formation of these groups; a devision of age, and 
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an intake procedure. A division of age which served the 
younger teen-agers, 13-15> years on Thursday, and the older 
teen-agers, l6-19 years on Wednesday; an intake procedure 
which made use of the lobby for registering and assigning 
teen-agers to the special interest gi>oups. 
The success of the selected program depended upon the 
ability of the worker in becoming aware of hostility and 
resistance on the part of members in the activity groups. 
It was the rolo of the worker to further develop skill 
in the handling of hostility and open conflict for the 
purpose of improving the understanding between members in 
the group, agency, and neighborhood. 
In the cooking group of ItyhB, the activity was 
used by the teen-agers to develop more skills in cooking, 
from which they derived satisfaction. The activity 
further strengthened an existing bond of friendship 
and enabled the members to accept other teen-agers of 
differing intercultural backgrounds. 
In the cooking group of 191-1-9 > the readiness of the 
teen-agers to accept members of other cultural groups 
in a group activity, at the point of intake for the 
selected programs was not given enough consideration. 
The worker’s role in the lack of handling the resistances 
was another negative factor. 
The woodshop group illustrated the worker's use 
of this activity to enable the members to develop 
skills in use of tools, a satisfaction in accomplishing 
a project and close friendly contacts with intercultural 
relationships. 
The newspaper activity provided the teen-agers the 
security to move out of their immediate group and ex¬ 
plore their own plans for broader aspects of the uro¬ 
gram. The unconscious or "unavowed" purpose of the 
group was brought to consciousness through this activity. 
This group also revealed the importance of the worker 
as an agency representative, and the need to know how 
to handle hostility, that stemmed from the activity. 
On the basis of this study the following recommendations 
e being made: 
That additional activities be orovided for in the 
interest program. Although the'teen-agers were not 
completely aware of their needs, some additional interes 
should be offered. New activities tended to attract 
and- encourage teen age participation. 
That the workers be aware of agency’s policies, 
aims and objectives in that this was important in 
handling resistances. 
That in order for workers to fulfill their role 
aa an enabler, resource persons, et cetera, they should 
be well acquainted or skilled in the activity in which 
they are participating. 
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